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EXHIBITION CONCEPT 
Separation of good and evil seem to balance both ends, in fact, is not absolute clear boundaries. Spiritual correction, is also part of seeing the 
hearts of all goodness, hope that through all kinds of enlightenment, so that the inmates in the prison to wash away the bad habits, a new life. In 
prison corrective education among the arts occupy a large component, also have different characteristics between the prison. After receiving 
people into prison so there is enough time to reflect on their own actions, and this energy in the future precipitation, into a piece of breathtaking art.  

 

"The other side of the light" exhibition title directly point out the concept. On the one hand, light as a symbol of hope, on behalf of the inmates 
upward in remedial education, and self-obscure life ebb, heading brighter other side. And four songs with the wall echoes exquisite poems, 
describing the inmates in the prison conversion of mind, so that exhibition concept to appreciate the work of people at the same time, the 
exhibition planning and works, Shen whisper his own life, but there are more reflection, more able to enter the housing's inner imagination, 
experience its growth.  

 

From the perspective of the viewer is expected to achieve the purpose of exhibition theme indirectly, viewers can expect from each of which feel 
"their" and "once", and then get the power of the future.  

 

On the other hand, light as energy release, means that the process works through the tireless efforts of all the authors, preoccupied by the 
completion of the effort, in a variety of media behind, is also a shining light - vitality. Whether ceramics, paintings, women, sculpture, etc., to 
show the positive energy in the inmates in the prison gained enlightenment activities in the arts, not only to change their sexual behavior, it is 
sufficient for the acquisition of their life skills.  

 

Exhibition in the trees as the main visual. In the poster, brochure, as well as the exhibition are images of trees everywhere, breaking the symbolic 
prison barbed wire fence and wall, in front of the giant trees and lush echoes, giving a sense of hope survivor. Phototropism of trees, the indirect 
turned a deaf ear, a symbol of the people's minds for a bright and positive liberty is always eager to pursue.  

 

I would like this exhibition dedicated to the life of every ── people prostrate and seek guidance. 



EXHIBITION ORIGIN 
Located in the outskirts of Taitung City, Taitung area of nearly a detention center, was the first line of defense Taitung each correction organs 
decades, many defendants who accommodated the eastern region. Republic of China 90 years, the business moved to its present corrective 
Department of Justice after Taitung prison under one roof, the old East has temporarily classified as operating under periods. 

 

Old East are close to Taitung Forest Park, through the China Bridge, will be able to feel surrounded by the Pacific Ocean. Under surrounded by 
mountains and the sea, and enjoys a rich natural landscape. And for many years not been accommodated operations homes room area, though 
already Creeping bunch, still retains the original appearance of the early asylum detention center in Taiwan, and inherited a generation of historical 
memory.  

 

General correctional institutions giving cold, grim impression of the door into the old East, Taitung sun was four trees towering giant trees 
vestibular sieve into a point compared to the golden light. When the sea breeze, fresh aroma of lemon eucalyptus shadows filled with dancing, 
break up of the former should be enveloped in this violent, chill of the air.  

 

103 years of the Republic, the former site of the East verdict as "corrective arts exhibition hall" re-opening visit.  

 

In addition to the old white tiles planing door, re-brush on the unadorned gray cement color, wash chain with a tin cast appearance museum 
standard, a symbol of the old East Institute for the ashes, and "process" represents, tempered by the most sophisticated spiritual achievement 
finished, people can also expect fault rebirth.  

 

Converted from the original administrative building of the exhibition, showing the correction enlightenment of art from around the country, 
presenting art inmates converted after quenching chain. And through the re-planning of the space utilization of the old East, in addition to 
activation of regional tourism, the future will be planning to visit the old house room open, in order to uncover the mystery of corrective authority 
to change the public authorities for the correction of existing stereotypes. 



EXHIBITION ORIGIN - PHOTOS (INTERNAL) 



EXHIBITION ORIGIN - PHOTOS (EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT) 

Forest Park Since China Bridge afar in the Pacific 



PAVILIONS 

Correction arts exhibition hall is divided into four zones:  

1. Arts display area (Gallery of Light): The permanent exhibition is 

located, showing from Taiwan each prison art.  

2. Correction Heritage Area: Located in central Taiwan, showing the 

evolution of the prison.  

3. Outdoor display area: in the plaza to show large-scale installation art.  

4. Scotia House District: The memory of the previous generation 

inherited the old detention center to the world to reproduce. 



VISIT NOTICES 
Correction arts exhibition hall open for public visits Notice 

1. Correction arts exhibition hall (hereinafter referred to as the museum), to maintain quality pavilion, special 

Prescribe Conditions.  

2. Hours: Mondays and national holidays fixed closing. Tuesday to Friday adopted an appointment to visit. Saturday 

and Sunday open from 10:00 to 12:00, 14:00 to 16:00 pm Free Admission.  

3. Open the way: The museum is free to visit, live, led by volunteers into the museum visit.  

4. Appointment to visit: an appointment to visit are not limited to groups, please visit before the 3rd complete the 

application form and fax it to 089 349 785, if you have any questions, please call 089 324 308 Line. Application 

forms please go to Taitung prison site correction arts exhibition hall area to download. 

5. Note:  

1. After the museum group reservation, please arrive on time so as not to affect the day to visit the 

arrangements. If for any reason to cancel or postpone an appointment, please call to notify the museum in 

advance. Not informed and up to half an hour or more late, when the second appointment canceled, and 

within six months the group no longer accept an appointment to apply.  

2. Apply the rule of law school education school teaching, please commander on the scene to assist and guide 

students to comply with the order to maintain ceremonial visit.  

3. Museum prohibited pets, smoking, diet or loud noises, play, in order to avoid prejudice to the interests of 

others to visit. 

4 Do not touch or pat heritage museum display cabinets   

              

      



APPLY FOR AN APPOINTMENT TO VISIT 

Click the link to download the doc file  

(See file folders Annex I) 



IN OTHER PLACES TO APPLY FOR WORK 

 

 

 

Planned 



TRAFFIC INFORMATION 

Address: Taitung Zhongshan Road 55  

 

How to get there:  

1. Take Taiwan Puyuma good line 
or a bus to the [Forest Park] 
Station, about two minutes walk.  

 

2. Station 11 along the line turn 
Rumahengheng Avenue, 
traveling about 1 km, turn left at 
the entrance to the mountain 
forest park, with about 200 
meters. 
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